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a

With an ongoing interest in displacing petroleum-based sources of energy with biofuels, there is a need to
measure and model the formation and composition of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) from organic
compounds present in biofuels. We performed chamber experiments to study SOA formation from four
recently identiﬁed biofuel molecules and mixtures and commercial gasoline under high NOx conditions:
diisobutylene, cyclopentanone, an alkylfuran mixture, and an ethanol-to-hydrocarbon (ETH) mixture.
Cyclopentanone and diisobutylene had a signiﬁcantly lower potential to form SOA compared to
commercial gasoline, with SOA mass yields lower than or equal to 0.2%. The alkylfuran mixture had an
SOA mass yield (1.6%) roughly equal to that of gasoline (2.0%) but ETH had an average SOA mass yield
(11.5%) that was six times higher than that of gasoline. We used a state-of-the-science model to
parameterize or simulate the SOA formation in the chamber experiments while accounting for the
inﬂuence of vapor wall losses. Simulations performed with vapor wall losses turned oﬀ and at
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atmospherically relevant conditions showed that the SOA mass yields were higher than those measured
in the chamber at the same photochemical exposure and were also higher than those estimated using
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a volatility basis set that was ﬁt to the chamber data. The modeled SOA mass yields were higher primarily

rsc.li/espi

because they were corrected for vapor wall losses to the Teﬂon® chamber.

Environmental signicance
Biofuels are chemically distinct from fossil fuels and hence little is known of their ability to contribute to atmospheric formation of secondary organic aerosol
(SOA). In this work, we measure and model the SOA formation from four next-generation biofuels and compare results to conventional gasoline. We nd that (i)
aromatic-rich fuels and those containing furanic compounds form more or as much SOA than gasoline and (ii) atmospheric SOA mass yields might be larger
than those directly measured in environmental chambers on account of losses of vapors to the chamber walls.

1. Introduction
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), emitted by anthropogenic
and biogenic sources, undergo oxidation in the atmosphere to
form secondary organic aerosol (SOA). SOA is an important
fraction of ne particulate matter and consequently has adverse
impacts on climate, air quality, and human health.1 Despite the
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large SOA contribution to ne particle pollution, there are large
uncertainties surrounding the precursors, pathways, and
properties of SOA.2 For instance, SOA mass concentrations are
underestimated by chemical transport models in polluted
urban environments3 and uncertainties in global burdens of
SOA span nearly an order of magnitude.4 There is a continued
need for more laboratory and eld measurements to improve
our understanding of SOA and for better models of SOA
formation, transport, and fate in the atmosphere.
For reasons ranging from energy independence to environmental sustainability, there is ongoing interest in the production of biofuels from sustainable feedstocks to meet current and
future energy demands.5 Ethanol, a biofuel sourced mainly
from corn and sugarcane, is currently blended with gasoline
(average of 10% by volume) for use in the transportation sector
in the United States. With an eye towards the future, the United
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States Department of Energy recently invested in a large, multiagency initiative titled Co-Optimization of Fuels and Engines
(or Co-Optima) that aims to optimize biofuels and engines for
improvements in engine performance while reducing tailpipe
emissions.6 As part of the study focused on fuel selection,
McCormick et al.7 developed a method to screen biofuel molecules and mixtures that could be blended with gasoline and
have properties enabling more eﬃcient engine designs and
operating strategies. The selection criteria included limits on
physical (e.g., boiling point), chemical (e.g., biodegradability),
combustion (e.g., research octane number), and health-relevant
(e.g., carcinogenicity) properties. However, they did not
consider impacts from oxidation of these biofuel molecules and
mixtures in the atmosphere and their ability to form SOA. Biofuel molecules, similar to those found in any liquid fuel, are
emitted to the atmosphere, either through evaporative
processes or as unburned species in the tailpipe. May et al.8
found that a third to a half of the non-methane organic
compounds emissions from light-duty gasoline vehicles consisted of unburned fuel. The potential of a biofuel, or any other
precursor, to form SOA depends on its molecular structure and
volatility.9 If the SOA mass yield for a biofuel is larger than that
for gasoline, SOA formation can negatively oﬀset some of the
environmental benets that come from being optimized to
reduce primary particle emissions in the tailpipe.
Researchers have typically relied on laboratory-based environmental chamber data to develop parameterizations to represent
SOA formation in air quality models. To date, most SOA model
parameterizations have not been corrected for losses of vapors to
the walls of the Teon® chamber, which can bias SOA production
in chamber experiments.10–12 Furthermore, chamber experiments
have historically used high initial VOC and oxidant concentrations
to ensure abundant SOA production (>20 mg m3) at levels above
instrument detection limits (>1 mg m3). These concentrations are
signicantly elevated compared to those found in the atmosphere,
including most urban areas.13 Direct SOA parameterizations
derived under these highly polluted conditions may overestimate
SOA production in lower-concentration conditions, and may not
reect the magnitude and properties of SOA formed in the atmosphere.14,15 Experiments are oen challenging to perform under
atmospherically relevant conditions (the experiments in this work
were also performed at elevated VOC levels). Thus, detailed
models, such as those used in this work, that can simulate
experimental artifacts (e.g., vapor wall losses) and the subsequent
cascade of oxidation reactions (e.g., functionalization and fragmentation reactions), can help to translate chamber data (where
VOC and SOA concentrations are elevated) to the more
atmospherically-relevant conditions simulated in air quality
models (where VOC and SOA concentrations are much lower).
In this work, we performed chamber experiments to study
the SOA formation from four biofuels and one mixture of
gasoline fuel with 10% ethanol by volume under high NOx
conditions representative of those found in urban environments. The SOA formation was modeled using a state-of-thescience model that accounted for the inuence of vapor wall
losses and allowed us to determine atmospherically relevant
SOA mass yields.
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2.
2.1

Methods
SOA measurements

Environmental chamber. The SOA experiments were performed with the Colorado State University (CSU) environmental
chamber. The CSU chamber consists of a temperature and
relative-humidity controlled 10 m3 Teon®-FEP (Fluorinated
Ethylene Propylene) bag inside a steel-plywood enclosure. Based
on chemical actinometry experiments, 80 UV-A black lights
mounted inside the enclosure produced a maximum NO2
photolysis rate of 0.25 min1 (Fig. S1†). The UV-A bulbs
produced light with wavelengths between 315 and 400 nm with
a peak intensity at 350 nm. The temperature inside the chamber
was managed to below 28  C using a 3.5 kW air conditioner.
Chamber operation. Prior to beginning the experiment, the
chamber was ushed with HEPA and activated-charcoal ltered
air for at least 12 hours with the UV lights turned on. These
measures were found to be suﬃcient in keeping the background
contribution, especially from oxidation of desorbed vapors from
the walls, to SOA formation to a minimum (<0.5 mg m3).
Ammonium sulfate particles were nebulized using an aerosol
generation system (AGS, Brechtel Inc., CA) and injected into the
chamber to provide the seed for SOA condensation. The initial
seed surface area concentration in our experiments was 1100 
400 mm2 cm3. Nitrous acid (HONO) was synthesized and added
to the chamber following the methods of Ng et al.16 but with one
minor modication. Clean air was bubbled through a fresh
mixture of 50 mL of 10% H2SO4 and 25 mL of 1% NaNO2
solution and vented for 30 minutes, following which the
bubbled air was added to the chamber for 30 minutes. The
rationale for venting is described in the ESI† (S.1 HONO
synthesis). HONO photolyzes under UV-A lights to yield a burst
of hydroxyl radicals (OH) in the rst hour of the experiment
(>107 molecules cm3) with a much lower concentration over
the next few hours (106 molecules cm3). The chamber
experiments were performed with unburned fuel based on the
observations of Jathar et al.17 that the unburned fuel system
could serve as an appropriate, but a more convenient model, to
study the SOA formation from tailpipe exhaust. Each fuel was
studied in isolation and not as a blend with gasoline to determine each fuel's distinct potential to form SOA. The fuel was
injected into the chamber by passing hot air (5 L min1 at
200  C) over the tip of a microliter syringe that was gradually
depressed over the course of several minutes. Aer the fuel was
injected, the contents of the chamber were allowed to mix for at
least 45 minutes prior to the lights being turned on. The mixing
time was determined based on observations of the time
required for injected species (NO, NO2, toluene) to reach stable
concentrations in the chamber. In each experiment, the
contents of the chamber were irradiated by the lights for
a maximum of six hours.
Gas and particle measurements. Gas analyzers (42C and 49C,
ThermoFisher Scientic, MA) measured concentrations of
ozone (O3), NO, and NO*2 . The NOx instrument uses a molybdenum converter to convert NO2 and other reactive nitrogen
species including HONO and peroxyacyl nitrates to NO prior to

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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a
Gathered and/or calculated from EPISuite (http://www.chemspider.com/). b All reactive N except NO. c End-of-experiment values. d SOA estimates based on SMPS data only. e Not-corrected for
vapor wall losses. NM ¼ not measured. BDL ¼ below detection limit.

Mar 1d
Apr 3
Mar 6
Mar 20
Mar 3
Mar 11d
Mar 15d
Feb 27
Mar 8
Apr 5
Mar 27
Mar 29

Cyclopentanone
Cyclopentanone
Diisobutylene
Diisobutylene
Alkylfuran mix
Alkylfuran mix
Alkylfuran mix
ETH
ETH
ETH
Gasoline
Gasoline

6.8
6.8
58.8
58.8
101.3
101.3
101.3
20.1
20.1
20.1
12.7
12.7

5.0
5.0
8.0
8.0
5.6
5.6
5.6
8.2
8.2
8.2
7.3
7.3

661
1323
374
748
583
874
874
335
223
447
867
650

NM
23
41
58
39
57
54
68
43
37
NA
49

NM
201
155
221
138
143
133
246
157
186
NA
176

1780
794
975
1158
1065
1261
1088
415
1501
1482
1075
931

134
165
302
524
409
494
381
176
118
145
261
196

BDL
11
21
22
23  4
27  1
14  1
110  16
47  6
43  7
18  3
13  2

NM
1.31
NM
0.76
0.85
NM
NM
0.51
0.60
0.59
0.69
0.73

BDL
0.2  0.2
0.1  0.1
0.1  0.1
1.8  0.3
1.7  0.1
1.2  0.1
16.4  2.4
10.4  1.2
7.8  1.2
2.0  0.3
1.9  0.3
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Date (2018) Fuel mol./mixture kOH  1012 (cm3 s)a C# [VOC]0 (ppbv) [NO]0 (ppbv) [NO2]0b (ppbv) [Seed]0 (mm2 cm3) [DVOC]c (ppbv) SOAc (mg m3) SOA O : Cc SOA mass yieldc,e (%)

Table 1 Gas and aerosol results for all experiments performed in this work. In order, we tabulate the fuel name, reaction rate constant with OH (kOH), average carbon number (C#), initial
concentrations of VOC, NO, NO*2 , and seed, total VOC reacted, ﬁnal SOA mass concentration and O : C, and ﬁnal SOA mass yield
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measurement,18 which is typically referred to as NO*2 .19 A scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, GRIMM Aerosol Technik,
Austria) measured the aerosol size distribution between 32 and
717 nm. An aerosol chemical speciation monitor (ACSM, Aerodyne Research, MA) detected aerosol mass concentrations and
the bulk chemical composition.20,21 There were no direct VOC
measurements during the chamber experiments. Instead, we
assumed a 100% injection eﬃciency to determine the initial
VOC concentrations and used estimates of OH concentrations
to determine the decay of the VOC species with time. The OH
concentrations during the experiments were determined from
simulations performed with the SAPRC gas-phase chemical
mechanism;22,23 OH concentrations are typically estimated in
chamber experiments using the measured decay of VOCs.24–26
Details of the OH concentration estimates can be found in the
ESI† (S.2 SAPRC modeling). Briey, a SAPRC simulation was
performed by specifying the experiment-specic initial
concentrations of NO, O3, and VOC(s) and chamber-specic
photolysis rates for all species in SAPRC. The initial HONO
concentration was adjusted until the SAPRC model predictions
matched the observed concentrations of NO and O3. This
method to estimate the OH concentrations was rst validated
against four chamber experiments performed with toluene
where the toluene decay was measured with a gas chromatograph photoionization detector (GC-PID, SRI Instruments, CA).
The SAPRC simulations were then used to determine OH
concentrations for the fuel experiments. The implications of
our inability to measure the VOCs in these experiments are
presented in the ‘Discussion’ section.
Fuels and experimental matrix. A total of twelve experiments
were performed on ve diﬀerent fuels at diﬀerent initial
concentrations. Details of the experiments are presented in
Table 1. Four of the fuel molecules and mixtures, namely diisobutylene, cyclopentanone, alkylfuran mixture, and an
ethanol-to-hydrocarbon (ETH) mixture (referred to as Vertifuel
in previous literature by Lunderman et al.27), can be synthesized
from sustainable feedstocks and were chosen from a list of eight
identied by McCormick et al.7 that were compatible with sparkignition engines. These biofuels were deliberately picked since
their molecular structures and composition indicated that they
have some potential to form SOA. The rest were small alcohols
(e.g., ethanol, propanol, butanol) and are expected to form little
to no SOA. Diisobutylene is a mixture of 75% 2,4,4-trimethyl-1pentene and 25% 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-pentene by mass. The
alkylfuran mixture was 40% 2-methylfuran and 60% 2,5-dimethylfuran by mass. ETH is synthesized from ethanol,28 and
resembles a petrofuel. Specically, ETH is a complex mixture of
alkanes (14.5%), aromatics (70%), alkenes (12%), oxygenates
including ethanol (1%), and a small number of unknown
compounds (2.5%); numbers in parentheses are mass
percentages. To contrast the SOA formation from these select
biofuels, we performed experiments with an E10 gasoline
(gasoline blended with 10% ethanol by volume) prepared by
blending ethanol into a commercial reformulated blendstock
for oxygenate blending (RBOB) obtained from a petroleum
rener. A detailed speciation for all the fuels along with additional information (e.g., carbon number, kOH) is included in the
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ESI† (Excel spreadsheet). All ve fuels (four biofuels and E10
gasoline) were sourced in small sterile vials from the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and refrigerated at 4  C
prior to use. In addition to the fuel experiments, we performed
two blank chamber experiments where all steps described
earlier were undertaken, except no fuel was added to the
chamber. These blank experiments produced very little SOA
(<0.25 mg m3) and this small SOA contribution was subtracted
from the SOA formed during the fuel experiments.
Experimental data analysis. The particle-wall-loss corrected
SOA mass concentrations were determined for each experiment
following Hildebrandt et al.29 The lower bound, particle-wallloss corrected SOA estimate (SOAu¼0) was calculated using the
following equations by assuming that the SOA vapors only
condensed on the suspended particles:
Ðt
 k ðtÞdt
AS
ASsus ðtÞ ¼ rAS  Vsus
ð0Þ  e 0 par
(1)


ASsus ðtÞ
SOAsus ðtÞ ¼ rSOA V ðtÞ 
rAS
SOAw¼0 ðtÞ ¼ SOAsus ðtÞ þ

ðt

kpar ðtÞ  SOAsus ðtÞdt

(2)

where VOCi,0 is the initial concentration of species i at lights on in
mg m3, kOH,i is the reaction rate constant of species i with OH in
cm3 molecules1 s1, and OHexp is the end-of-experiment OH
exposure in molecules s cm3. The kOH,i values were either determined from the primary literature (e.g., see ref. 31) or from the
Estimation Program Interface Suite (EPISuite32) and values for all
VOCs have been tabulated in the ESI† (Excel spreadsheet). The
initial concentration for species i was calculated from the
normalized speciation for each fuel and the total volume of fuel
injected into the chamber. These calculations assumed a 100%
injection eﬃciency for the fuel into the chamber and no loss of fuel
to the Teon® walls prior to turning the lights on or photolysis
from the UV-A lights. All VOC species in this work were suﬃciently
volatile (C* > 106 mg m3; C* is the eﬀective saturation concentration33) that they are unlikely to be lost to the walls of the
chamber;34 C*s for all VOC species are listed in the ESI† (Excel
spreadsheet). More recent work has suggested that oxygenated
VOCs with C*s smaller than 106 mg m3 (ref. 11 and 35) may
partition into the chamber walls and hence these losses were
accounted for in modeling the SOA formation (see ‘Vapor Wall
Losses’ in next section).

(3)

0

2.2
Eqn (1) and (2) calculate the suspended ammonium sulfate
(ASsus) and SOA (SOAsus) mass concentrations and eqn (3)
calculates the lower-bound, particle-wall-loss corrected estimate
for the SOA mass concentration. In those equations, rAS, the the
density of ammonium sulfate, in g cm3 (1.78 g cm3), VAS
sus(0) is
the volume concentration of the suspended ammonium sulfate
at lights on in mm3 cm3, kpar(t) is the time-dependent particle
wall-loss rate in s1, rSOA is the SOA density in g cm3 (assumed
to be 1.4 g cm3), and V(t) is the volume concentration of the
suspended aerosol at time t in mm3 cm3. kpar(t), was determined by tting the change in the ammonium sulfate mass
concentration measured by the ACSM. The upper bound,
particle-wall-loss corrected SOA estimate (SOAu¼1) was calculated using the following equation by assuming that the SOA
vapors condensed on both the suspended particles and the
particles deposited on the walls:
SOAu¼1 ðtÞ ¼

SOAsus ðtÞ
AS
 Vsus
ð0Þ  rAS
ASsus ðtÞ

(4)

SOAsus ðtÞ
is the ratio of suspended SOA and ammonium
ASsus ðtÞ
sulfate concentrations directly measured by the ACSM at
time t.
We used the relationship developed by Canagaratna et al.,30
O : C ¼ 0.079 + 4.31  f44, to determine the SOA atomic O : C
ratio from the mass fraction measured by the ACSM at a massto-charge ratio of 44. The end-of-experiment SOA mass yields
were calculated as a ratio of the SOA formed and fuel reacted
(i.e., DVOC). The amount of fuel reacted was determined using
the following equation:

where

DVOC ¼ SiVOCi,0(1  ekOH,iOHexp)

Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts

(5)

SOA modeling

SOM-TOMAS model. We used the recently developed Statistical Oxidation Model-TwO Moment Aerosol Sectional (SOMTOMAS) model to simulate the SOA formation in our chamber
experiments. The SOM simulates the gas-phase chemistry and
calculates the thermodynamic properties of the oxidation
products from SOA precursors.36 The TOMAS model uses
a sectional approach to track the number and mass moments of
the aerosol size distribution and simulates nucleation, coagulation, and condensation/evaporation.37 A brief description of
the SOM and TOMAS models is provided below.
The SOM uses a carbon–oxygen grid to track the gas- and
particle-phase organic species arising from VOC oxidation.
Each cell in the carbon–oxygen grid represents a model organic
species, which reects the average properties (e.g. vapor pressure, reactivity) of all actual species with the same number of
carbon (NC) and oxygen (NO) atoms that are produced from
a given precursor. All gas-phase SOM species are assumed to be
reactive towards OH. These reactions lead to either functionalization or fragmentation, resulting in movement through the
carbon–oxygen grid. All SOM species properties (e.g., kOH, C*)
are described in terms of NC and NO. Six adjustable parameters
determine the chemistry and thermodynamics in each SOM
grid: (i–iv) p1–p4, the yields of four functionalized products that
add one, two, three, and four oxygen atoms to the carbon
backbone respectively, (v) mfrag, the parameter that characterizes the fragmentation probability, Pfrag, and (vi) DLVP, the
decrease in vapor pressure (or volatility) of the model species
per addition of an oxygen atom. The probability of fragmentation (Pfrag) is designed to be a function of the O : C ratio of the
model species and is parameterized as Pfrag ¼ (O : C)mfrag. The
volatility
is
represented
using
the
eﬀective
saturation concentration (C*) and is parameterized as follows:
C* ¼ 10(0.0337  MWHC + 11.56  NO  DLVP), where MWHC is the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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molecular weight of the hydrocarbon excluding the oxygen
atoms. SOM is coupled to the TOMAS model,37,38 which tracks
two moments (aerosol number and mass) across 36 size
sections. For the mass moment, the particle phase of the SOM
model species is tracked in each TOMAS size section. Particles
within each size section are assumed to be internally mixed in
composition. In this study, TOMAS simulates the kinetic
condensation and evaporation of all SOM species for each
TOMAS size section, and it also simulates coagulation of
particles between and within size sections.
Model application. For the fuels studies in this work, the SOMTOMAS model was used to: (i) account for the inuence of vapor
losses to the walls of the Teon® chamber and (ii) determine
atmospherically relevant SOA mass yields. In the absence of any
previous chamber data, SOM parameters were developed for the
alkylfuran mixture, diisobutylene, and cyclopentanone, using the
chamber data collected in this work. The SOM parameters were t
to reproduce the measured temporal evolution of the SOA mass
concentrations. As the ETH and gasoline fuel compositions were
known – and were primarily composed of previously studied SOA
precursors (e.g., alkanes, aromatics) – historical SOM parameters
were used to predict the SOA formation in these fuel experiments.
Seven SOM grids, one for each SOA precursor class, were used to
account for the diversity of organic compounds present in those
fuels: linear alkanes (n-dodecane), branched alkanes (methylundecane), cyclic alkanes (hexylcyclohexane), benzene, toluene,
lumped aromatics (m-xylene for ETH and o-xylene for gasoline),
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (naphthalene). The SOM
parameters for each grid are based on the species mentioned in
the parentheses and these parameters are listed in Table S1.† This
approach to use a single surrogate to represent the SOA formation
from a class of VOC compounds is largely consistent with the
approach used in other SOA models such as the volatility basis set
(VBS).39–41 One of the diﬀerences between the SOM and VBS
approaches is that in the SOM the parameters for the surrogate
inform the statistical trajectory of the VOC oxidation in a carbon–
oxygen grid and hence the surrogate and VOC (unless they are the
same) are likely to have diﬀerent SOA mass yields. In a VBS
approach, all VOCs assigned to the same surrogate, by design,
share the same SOA mass yield. A similar SOM grid-model setup
was previously used and found to work quite well to model SOA
formation in box42 and three-dimensional models.43–45
Vapor wall losses. Loss of vapors to the walls of the Teon®
chamber is currently handled in the SOM-TOMAS model
following Zhang et al.10 and Krechmer et al.11. Briey, the rstorder uptake to the walls is modeled using the rate coeﬃcient
kvap,on and the rate of release of vapors from the walls, kvap,oﬀ, is
modeled using absorptive partitioning theory with the Teon®
wall serving as an absorbing mass with an eﬀective mass
concentration of Cwall. kvap,on and kvap,oﬀ for a model vapor
species are calculated as follows:
kvap;on ¼
kvap;off ¼

2 A pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ke Dv
pV

(6)

C*
kvap;on
Cwall

(7)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

where A/V is the surface area to volume ratio for the Teon®
chamber in m1, ke is the coeﬃcient of eddy diﬀusion in s1,
and Dv is the gas-phase diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the vapor
molecule in m2 s1. Based on the observations of Krechmer
et al.,11 Cwall was varied with the C* of the model species, with
higher values used for more volatile species and vice versa: Cwall
¼ 10 000 mg m3 for C* > 104 mg m3, Cwall ¼ 16  (C*)0.6 mg m3
for C* < 104 mg m3, and Cwall ¼ 16 mg m3 for C* < 1 mg m3. ke
for our CSU chamber was calculated following the methods
described in Bian et al.,46 although a single ke value was calculated by combining the data from a subset of experiments
instead of determining experiment-specic values. Details of
the ke calculation can be found in the ESI† (S.3 Coeﬃcient of
eddy diﬀusion). We calculated a study-wide ke of 0.13  0.02 s1,
which for a gas-phase diﬀusion coeﬃcient of 4  106 m2 s1,
produced a kvap,on of 1.28  103 s1, according to eqn (6). The
time scale for gas-wall partitioning, or the inverse of kvap,on, was
about 13 minutes and agreed well with the 7 to 13 minute gaswall partitioning time scale calculated by Krechmer et al.11 for
a slightly smaller Teon® chamber (8 m3). We should note that
the SOM parameters in Table S1† had to be ret to the original
data since the earlier set of SOM parameters did not integrate
the observations of Krechmer et al.11.

3.
3.1

Results
Results from a sample experiment

Results from an example chamber experiment performed on
the alkylfuran mixture are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a), we show
the evolution of the particle volume concentration as measured
by the SMPS. Before the lights were turned on, the volume
concentration increased with the injection of ammonium
sulfate seed and decreased with steady loss of ammonium
sulfate seed particles to the wall. Aer the lights were turned on,
the volume concentration increased initially with condensation
of SOA but decreased later on as SOA production stopped and
ammonium sulfate + SOA particles and vapors were lost to the
walls. Based on the loss of the ammonium sulfate seed particles
to the walls, we estimated the suspended volume concentrations of the ammonium sulfate seed particles (dashed blue) and
SOA (dashed orange) aer the lights were turned on. In Fig. 1(c),
we show the lower (w ¼ 0) and upper (w ¼ 1) bound SOA mass
concentrations that were corrected for losses of particles to the
walls. The upper bound estimate relied on the organic : ammonium sulfate ratio measured by the ACSM (shown in
Fig. 1(b)). Vapor wall losses were modeled with the SOM-TOMAS
model and those corrections are described later. The central
SOA estimate, used henceforth, was calculated as an average of
the lower and upper bound estimates. We estimated the
uncertainty range by assuming that the lower and upper bounds
were separated by four standard deviations; the  ranges given
for the SOA mass concentrations in Table 1 are one-quarter of
this range and hence equivalent to the error. Unlike some
previous chamber experiments,47,48 there was very little delay or
‘induction time’ between when the lights were turned on and
when a sizable condensable SOA mass was detected by the
particle instruments. This might have been on account of using
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Fig. 1 Aerosol results from the alkylfuran mixture experiment performed on Mar 3, 2018 that show the time evolution of the (a) total volume
measured by the SMPS, (b) organic : ammonium sulfate ratio measured by the ACSM, and (c) particle-wall-loss corrected SOA mass concentration estimates. The volume concentration increase at two diﬀerent times before the lights on can be attributed to two separate aerosol
injections. The second aerosol injection was done to ensure suﬃcient seed concentrations for SOA condensation.

a higher initial seed surface area for vapor condensation and/or
a high OH concentration at the beginning of the experiment.
SOA production was found to reduce particle losses in the
ACSM,49 presumably because the SOA coating on the ammonium sulfate particles tended to reduce bounce in the vaporizer
(Fig. S7†).
3.2

SOA from photooxidation of evaporated biofuels

Results from all the experiments performed in this work are
summarized in Table 1. The end-of-experiment values in Table 1
were calculated three hours aer the lights were turned on as there
was very little change in the SOA mass and composition beyond
three hours. This agrees well with the little to no change in estimated and modeled OH exposure, three hours aer turning the
lights on (Fig. S4(b)†). Despite large additions of the biofuel to the
chamber (>370 ppbv or >1400 mg m3), cyclopentanone and diisobutylene were found to produce very little SOA (<4.0 mg m3).
Their SOA mass yields were correspondingly quite low and did not
exceed 0.2% for either biofuel. Lim and Ziemann50 measured an
SOA mass yield of 4% for cyclohexane, a cyclic compound one
larger in carbon number than cyclopentanone. A lower carbon
number and increased susceptibility to fragmentation from the
presence of a carbonyl group seems to have dramatically lowered
the SOA mass yield for cyclopentanone in our work.51 The average
SOA mass yield for diisobutylene (0.1%) in our experiments was
slightly lower than that observed in previous experiments performed with 1-octene (an isomer of diisobutylene).52 The lower SOA
mass yield likely indicates the role of carbon branching of the
precursor on SOA formation.25
We observed much higher SOA mass yields for the alkylfuran
mixture (average of 1.6%) when compared to those from
cyclopentanone and diisobutylene. The SOA mass yields for the
alkylfuran mixture (that contained species with carbon
numbers of 5 and 6) were considerably larger than those for
alkanes with similar carbon numbers, which have been shown
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to produce little to no SOA.50 Furans are heterocyclic
compounds that contain a ve-membered aromatic ring, yet
their SOA mass yields were substantially lower than those for
typical aromatic hydrocarbons measured under high NOx
conditions; historical chamber yields for benzene, toluene, and
xylenes have varied between 3 and 60%.10,16,53,54 The oxidation
pathways and products from furan chemistry are hence expected to be diﬀerent than those from aromatic hydrocarbons,55
noting that furan derivatives have been observed during the
photooxidation of aromatic compounds.54,56,57
A handful of studies have performed chamber experiments
with furanic compounds and reported on SOA mass yields. Two
previous chamber studies have reported on SOA formation from 3methylfuran, which is similar to the molecules present in our
alkylfuran mixture (mixture of 2-methylfuran and dimethylfuran).
Joo et al.58 measured an SOA mass yield of 2% for 3-methylfuran
although the oxidation was performed with the nitrate radical and
particulate organic nitrates (PONs) accounted for nearly 40% of the
SOA formed. Strollo and Ziemann55 measured a much larger SOA
mass yield from OH oxidation of 3-methylfuran (9–15%), but the
substantially large SOA mass concentrations produced in those
experiments (>2000 mg m3) makes it diﬃcult to compare the mass
yields directly to our study.
The ETH produced the highest SOA mass yields (7.8–16.4%)
amongst the four Co-Optima fuels. The high SOA mass yields, as
we show later, can be attributed to the relatively large fraction of
aromatic compounds (60%) in this fuel. The range in SOA mass
yields reported in Table 1 for a given fuel molecule/mixture
(#factor of 2) was generally similar to the range observed in
earlier studies where SOA mass yields from the same precursor
were compared between experiments from the same
chamber.24,29,59
The SOA O : C ratios are presented in Table 1. Unlike the SOA
mass concentrations, the SOA O : C ratios varied little over the
course of the experiment, suggesting, to rst order, that the
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composition of the oxidation products in the particle phase did
not change with time. Oxidation of cyclopentanone produced
SOA with the highest O : C ratio (1.31) while oxidation of ETH
produced SOA with the lowest O : C ratio (average of 0.56). The
SOA O : C ratios are later shown to be useful in evaluating the
model used in this work.
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3.3

Comparisons to gasoline SOA

The SOA mass yields for gasoline in our experiments (average of
2.0%) compared reasonably well with chamber data from Jathar
et al.17 and Chen et al.,60 who measured an SOA mass yield
between 1 and 4%, and modeled data from Gentner et al.,61 who
predicted an SOA mass yield of 2.3% (Jathar et al.17 and Gentner
et al.61 studied summertime California gasoline while Chen
et al.60 studied gasoline from China). Diﬀerences in the SOA
mass yields between the studies could be attributed to small
diﬀerences in the aromatic fraction and composition of the fuel
studied. Overall, when compared to gasoline, two of the CoOptima fuels – cyclopentanone and diisobutylene – had very
low SOA mass yields (#0.2%). The alkylfuran mixture had
a slightly lower SOA mass yield compared to gasoline (average of
1.6% versus average of 2.0%). ETH had an average SOA mass
yield of 11.5% that was six times higher than that for gasoline.
Purely from an SOA perspective and assuming equivalent
emissions of these species into the atmosphere, cyclopentanone
and diisobutylene appear to be ideal candidates to be blended
with gasoline. It is unclear if the alkylfuran mixture has any
benets over gasoline while ETH is likely to be a poor substitute.
These conclusions are based on the assumption that the
composition of the SOA precursors in the tailpipe is similar to
the composition of the unburned fuel.8,17 Future work may need
to examine the SOA formation from tailpipe exhaust.
3.4

Modeling the SOA formation and composition

We used the SOM-TOMAS model to t or predict the SOA
formation and composition in our chamber experiments while
correcting for the inuence of vapor wall losses. In the absence
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of any historical data, SOM parameters were developed based
on representative chamber experiments performed on the
alkylfuran mixture, diisobutylene, and cyclopentanone. Results
from that exercise, where the model was t to reproduce the
evolution of the SOA mass concentrations, are shown in Fig. 2
(gasoline and ETH results are in Fig. 3). The SOM parameters
are presented in Table 2. The SOM parameters were able to
reproduce the measured SOA mass concentrations and O : C
ratio (within 30%) for all experiments. We should note that the
SOA O : C ratio was not used as a constraint during the tting
and the O : C agreement points to the ability of the SOM to
capture the general features of the oxidation chemistry. We
should note that the model performance for SOA mass
concentrations and O : C was much better for the alkylfuran
experiment compared to the diisobutylene and cyclopentanone
experiments. This could be partly attributed to the observed
variability and low SOA mass concentrations in the diisobutylene and cyclopentanone experiments.
The SOM-TOMAS model results for gasoline and ETH are shown
in Fig. 3. Model predictions of the precursor contribution to the
end-of-experiment SOA for both experiments are also shown in
Fig. 3. A slightly diﬀerent model conguration was used for the two
experiments to optimize the model-measurement comparison. For
the gasoline experiment, a model conguration that treated all C8
and higher single-ring aromatic compounds as low-yield aromatics
(based on ts to o-xylene experiments) seemed to work best in
reproducing the SOA mass concentration and O : C ratio. This
conguration, however, did not work with the ETH experiment,
and all C8 and higher single-ring aromatic compounds had to be
treated as high-yield aromatics (based on ts to m-xylene experiments) to reproduce the measured SOA mass concentration and
O : C ratio. The treatment of PAHs was kept the same for both fuels.
The use of a xylene to model the SOA formation from C8 and larger
single-ring aromatic compounds is consistent with its treatment in
atmospheric models.39,41,62 That the single-ring aromatic
compounds had to be treated in slightly diﬀerent ways suggests
that the aromatic composition between the two fuels was suﬃciently diﬀerent that they exhibited diﬀerent potentials to form

SOM-TOMAS model predictions based on parameter ﬁts (solid black lines) compared to measurements (symbols) of SOA mass
concentrations and SOA O : C for the (a) alkylfuran mixture, (b) diisobutylene, and (c) cyclopentanone. Model predictions for O : C are shown
only after the ﬁrst half hour as they were found to be unreliable at earlier times when the SOA mass concentrations were lower than 0.5 mg m3.

Fig. 2
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Fig. 3 SOM-TOMAS model predictions (solid black lines) compared to measurements (symbols) of SOA mass concentrations and O : C for
a representative (a) gasoline and (b) ETH experiment. The precursor contribution to SOA at the end of the experiment is shown as a pie chart in
the top right corner of the panel. Note that the lumped aromatics were simulated with SOM parameters for o-xylene for gasoline and for mxylene for ETH.

Table 2 SOM-TOMAS parameters determined by ﬁtting to the
experimental data presented in Fig. 2

Fuel

mfrag

DLVP

pf1

pf2

pf3

pf4

Alkylfuran mixture
Diisobutylene
Cyclopentanone

0.449
0.277
0.434

1.459
1.509
1.613

0
0.946
0.369

0.001
0.042
0.256

0.998
0
0.329

0
0.013
0.047

SOA. A closer examination of the aromatic composition indicated
that the gasoline fuel had, on average, a slightly smaller aromatic
carbon number (8.4 versus 8.7) and less alkyl substituents (0.61
versus 1.14 alkyl substituents per mole of fuel) than ETH. Aromatic
carbon number and alkyl substituents on an aromatic ring have
been found to inuence SOA production.54,63 Our results imply that
chemical mechanisms to model SOA formation need to consider
the diversity in SOA potential for C8 and larger aromatic emissions,
in addition to distinguishing between benzene, toluene, and larger
aromatics. Regardless of the diﬀerences in the model congurations used for ETH and gasoline, non-benzene aromatic
compounds contributed to more than 90% of the predicted SOA.
When the model was applied to experiments other than
those shown in Fig. 2 and 3, the SOM-TOMAS model was able to
reproduce the end-of-experiment SOA mass concentrations and
O : C ratios for all fuels (Fig. S8†). This suggested that the ts
developed for diisobutylene and the alkylfuran mixture and the
treatment of C8 and larger single-ring aromatic compounds for
gasoline and ETH worked well in reproducing the SOA formation in other experiments performed on the same fuel. We also
performed simulations with the SOM-TOMAS model to assess
the inuence of the uncertainty in ke. Those results, shown in
Fig. S9 and S10,† suggest that the predictions in the SOA mass
concentrations and O : C ratios were relatively insensitive to the
uncertainty linked to the vapor wall loss rate.
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3.5

Atmospherically relevant SOA mass yields

The SOM-TOMAS model was used to simulate the atmospheric
SOA mass yield by emitting a trace amount of precursor (1
pptv) into an ambient environment that had a constant organic
aerosol mass concentration of 10 mg m3 and an OH concentration of 1.5  106 molecules cm3. Only a trace amount of
precursor was added so that the SOA produced did not aﬀect the
organic aerosol mass concentration and the SOA mass yields
between the diﬀerent precursors could be compared at the
same organic aerosol loading. A constant organic aerosol
loading and OH concentration was used for simplicity while
noting that both of these quantities change in the ambient
environment with time. Vapor wall losses were turned oﬀ for
these simulations. Results from those simulations, presented as
an SOA mass yield with photochemical age, are shown in
Fig. 4(a). These SOA mass yields are expected to be more
atmospherically relevant than the chamber yields because
vapors are not lost in the atmosphere as in a chamber and the
calculations were performed at organic aerosol mass concentrations reective of those found in typical urban environments.
The atmospheric simulations predicted a similar ranking for
the potential of the fuels to form SOA as the experimental data
shown in Table 1, i.e., ETH had the highest SOA mass yield
followed by the alkylfuran mixture and gasoline, and then by
cyclopentanone and diisobutylene. However, at the same
photochemical age as at the end of the experiment, the absolute
SOA mass yields from the atmospheric simulations, shown in
Fig. 4(b), were always equal to or higher than those measured in
the chamber and reported in Table 1.
The diﬀerence in the SOA mass yields between the atmospheric simulations and the chamber experiments was a result
of two competing eﬀects. The SOA mass yields in the atmospheric simulations were expected to be higher than that in the
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Fig. 4 (a) SOA mass yields calculated from atmospheric simulations performed with the SOM-TOMAS model as a function of photochemical age
for the ﬁve diﬀerent fuels studied in this work. (b) Comparison of SOA mass yields from the SOM-TOMAS model predictions, chamber, and VBS
ﬁts. The SOM-TOMAS model predictions are those from panel (a) but corresponding to the photochemical age at the end of the chamber
experiment. The SOA mass yields from the chamber are those measured at the end of the experiment. The SOA mass yields for the VBS are from
ﬁts to the chamber data but at an OA mass concentration of 10 mg m3.

experiments because the condensable and precursor vapors
that were lost to the Teon® walls in the chamber experiment
were now allowed to contribute to SOA formation. On the other
hand, the SOA mass yields in the experiments were expected to
be higher than that in the atmospheric simulations because the
SOA mass concentrations experiments except for cyclopentanone and diisobutylene were larger than 10 mg m3, which
allowed a larger fraction of the organic mass to partition into
the particle phase. That the SOA mass yields in the atmospheric
simulations at equivalent photochemical ages were higher than
those reported in Table 1 suggested that the vapor-wall-loss
eﬀects more than oﬀset the partitioning eﬀects. This implies
that the end-of-experiment SOA mass yields, despite being
calculated at OA mass concentrations higher than those
encountered in urban environments, are still likely to be lower
than those that have been corrected for vapor wall losses and
estimated at atmospherically relevant conditions. Although the
SOA mass yields were higher in the atmospheric simulations
than in the chamber experiments, the relative change in the
SOA mass yields between the two seemed to vary with the fuel.
These were very likely a result of the complex interplay of gasphase chemistry and partitioning of the condensable vapors
to the suspended particles and the walls of the Teon®
chamber.
In Fig. 4(b), we also compared predictions from the SOMTOMAS model to predictions from a volatility basis set (VBS)
model that was t directly to the chamber data; VBS ts to the
chamber data are shown in Fig. S11.† The VBS SOA mass yields,
at an organic aerosol mass concentration of 10 mg m3, did not
vary with photochemical age and were lower than those

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

predicted by the SOM-TOMAS model. The VBS SOA mass yields
were lower because they did not account for the inuence of
vapor wall losses and, by assuming a constant volatility distribution, tended to underestimate the mass yields of the lower
volatility species.

4. Discussion
The chamber experiments and numerical modeling performed
in this work suggested that two of the Co-Optima fuels, namely
cyclopentanone and diisobutylene, had a signicantly lower
potential to form SOA when compared to gasoline. A third fuel,
the alkylfuran mixture, had the same SOA forming potential as
gasoline. In contrast, ETH, on account of a large aromatic
fraction, had a much higher potential to form SOA compared to
gasoline. The Co-Optima initiative, so far, has ignored the
atmospheric production of SOA from oxidation of compounds
emitted from biofuel use. Our work shows that not only is the
SOA potential signicantly diﬀerent between these biofuels but
that some of them might be worse than gasoline (i.e., ETH or
fuels with a high fraction of aromatic compounds). While biofuels might be environmentally more sustainable and optimized for combustion in spark-ignited engines, ignoring their
impact on SOA formation may oﬀset some of the projected
environmental gains. An additional consideration that was not
considered in this work is the potential of biofuel emissions to
produce ozone (O3) in the atmosphere. Ozone is an atmospheric
oxidant, a criteria pollutant, and a greenhouse gas that is
produced during VOC oxidation in the presence of NOx.64
Aromatic compounds are important contributors to O3
production in urban environments65 and it is likely that ETH
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would contribute not only to SOA production but also O3
production.
We did not directly measure the VOC concentrations in
this study because we did not have access to a complete suite
of appropriate instrumentation. This prevented us from
estimating the OH concentrations and exposure during the
chamber experiments. These are important limitations of
this study. By assuming a 100% injection eﬃciency and no
losses of VOCs to the chamber walls, the SOA mass yields
reported in this work represent a lower bound estimate. We
attempted to reduce the uncertainty in the OH estimates by
explicitly modeling the gas-phase chemistry and radical
concentrations in each individual experiment using a chemical mechanism (i.e., SAPRC). While this modeling technique
was evaluated for toluene photooxidation, the technique will
need to be evaluated in the future for the other VOCs studied
in this work. Another limitation of this work is that we did
not measure or model the formation of oligomers in the
condensed phase that likely play an important role in
controlling the mass yields and properties of atmospheric
SOA. Oligomers have been previously observed in the SOA
formed from aromatic66 and heterocyclic compounds58 and
subsequent work should attempt to understand the oligomeric composition of biofuel SOA.
In addition to being considered as a potential biofuel, furans
and substituted furans account for a modest fraction of the gasphase organic emissions from residential wood combustion67
and wildres.68–70 The furan mixture studied herein had
a measured SOA mass yield of 1.6% and an atmospherically
relevant SOA mass yield of 10% aer a day of photochemical
aging. Although not as large as those for most aromatic
compounds, the SOA mass yields were suﬃciently large that
furanic compounds could contribute modestly to biomass
burning SOA.58 Furanic compounds, despite being much more
reactive, are modeled as aromatic species in gas-phase chemical
mechanisms used in atmospheric models.71 These models are
thus likely to simultaneously underestimate the reactivity, but
overestimate the SOA formation from furanic compounds. Both
of these factors will tend to distort the magnitude and spatial
distribution of the SOA from this class of compounds. Furanic
compounds must be studied in much more detail to understand their potential to form SOA.
The atmospheric simulations performed in this work suggested that SOA mass yield data gathered in chamber experiments need to be interpreted using models, such as those used
here, to account for the inuence of vapor wall losses and to
calculate atmospherically relevant SOA mass yields. We nd
that ignoring the inuence of vapor wall losses, especially in
smaller chambers where gas/wall partitioning timescales are on
the order of minutes, as well as direct application of VBS-type
parameterizations based on chamber data, may underestimate SOA production in air quality models.10 This nding,
however, needs to be evaluated in the future by performing
laboratory experiments at lower organic aerosol mass concentrations (<10 mg m3) and where chamber wall losses can be
minimized.
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